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OUR SOLUTION
The client’s main reason for outsourcing was to manage cost. They are happy with HGS as partner due to 
our strong global presence, capability to support various domains, expertise, and application of industry 
best practices. Our partnership started with 52 HGS FTEs providing consistent performances on KPIs. The 
client then ramped up the process, and the HGS team was expanded to 70 FTEs strong. The technical 
support provided by this team is a first of its kind where HGS provides support for client manufactured 
smart phones, accessories, and smart televisions.

OBJECTIVE
The client is one of the leading consumer 
electronics company in the world and in India. 
The sought HGS’s expertise to:

• Improve CSAT score.

• Meet all client SLAs.

• Reduce employee attrition rate.

AT A GLANCE
Partnership Starts: 2017

Consumer electronics client

70 FTEs

Delivery: Chennai, India

Services provided: Queries on product 
availability, delivery status and technical 
troubleshooting

Partnering 
with Client 
on SMS Tool 

Implementation

How We Do It

An SMS tool was developed and launched by the client in March 2019, 
where information is passed on to customer through SMS instead of 
asking customers to make a note of the address and troubleshooting 
steps. HGS supported the client in this venture with content validation and 
corrections and addition of new content. For example:

• We highlighted those details about service centres and the client 
website’s home address details.
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Implemented 
Multiple 

Processes to 
Improve CSAT  

to 90%

• We highlighted area pin codes missing in the SMS tool and added this 
missing information.

• The team assisted troubleshooting by adding scenarios like “device not 
charging,” “no sound during call,” and “physical buttons not responding,” 
based on our recommendation

• We partnered with the client in validation of the information available in 
the tool and helped identified the errors and misses in the SMS content. 
We also recommended some customer-focused changes to be made in 
the SMS content. The team also made new scenario recommendations 
to ensure better use of the tool.

Business Result

Implementation of this tool has helped to steadily reduce the AHT for this 
process. For the customer, it gives better experience as he does not have 
to make a note of the information provided. We are now achieving an AHT 
of 347 seconds for this client.

How We Do It

HGS implemented real-time CSAT monitoring and provided immediate 
feedback in cases of poor ratings. We shared information about process 
gaps that were leading to customer dissatisfaction. This led to a study on 
region-wise and delivery partner delays in installations and was provided 
to the client for required correction. The client, in turn, raised the matter 
of delays with their delivery partner. To answer client need, we designed 
product availability and client store contact details scripts to ensure we 
improve CSAT. All these efforts proved to be instrumental in improvement of 
CSAT ratings by customers.

The team also ensured TAT adherence by conducting back-end audits. 
The outcome of these audits was shared with the client for necessary 
corrections. To additionally alleviate customer dissatisfaction, we redesigned 
call scripts with more problem-solving-focused language.

Business Result

Process implementation efforts for CSAT helped us drive a 4% increase 
in the CSAT score for this client. The current CSAT and NPS scores are at 
an impressive 90% and 40% correspondingly. Our efforts also helped us 
increase the backend out calling TAT score from 65% to 95%.
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Introduced Shift 
Time Break-up to 
Handle Sale Day 

High Volumes 
and Increase 

Occupancy by 
5-10%

How We Do It
The team plans schedules based on our volumes forecast and initiates 
break shifts to ensure we manage high volumes during sale days. High 
occupancy rates achieved helped us improve SLAs during high sale 
volume intervals. This earned client appreciation has been implemented 
as a showcase best practice at other client sites.

The team operates between 9 AM to 11 PM IST for this client. During 
straight shifts, the team works between 2 PM and 6 PM IST due to over 
lapping login times. The volumes during these intervals are not high and 
so, the occupancy is low during these intervals. By applying split shifts, 
we were able to get additional employee logins during the peak intervals 
where we needed them.

Business Result
The introduction of break shifts helped handle the peak volumes in 
morning and evening intervals and increased occupancy without adding 
labor. Client service level targets were also met even on sale days that had 
higher volume. The split shifts helped increase occupancy by 5-10%. This 
practice also helped perform in other metrics as well: we are answering 
92,798 calls and the SL score is at 89.7%.

Customised 
Training and 

Employee 
Engagement 
Programmes

How We Do It
This client account initially had two major LOBs (mobile and TV). 
Associates were trained either for mobile or TV LOB based on the volume 
received for each of these skills. HGS was required to operate with lower 
occupancy to manage service and answering levels. In order to improve 
efficiency, HGS initiated cross skill training for all the associates. The 
entire workforce was trained for both mobile and TV LOBs and are now 
equipped to handle calls related to both mobile and TV LOBs.

HGS also conducts team activities, one-on-one sessions with experts, 
and HR participation. We also schedule training sessions and nominate 
experts for various training sessions. The team has weekly and monthly 
R&R activities which helped in reducing attrition and consequently 
improved employee retention.
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About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its 

clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain 

expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.  

Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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VALUE-ADDS PROVIDED
As a value-add, we introduced the practice of breaking shift time duration, which helped in managing 
volume surge during sale days. This concept has been replicated by client in other partner centers also. 
The client has appreciated this as they see SLAs are being managed more efficiently during festivals and 
flash sale days when volumes are in the higher range.

Business Result
Cross skill training for associates made a significant impact for this client 
in terms of headcount reduction without affecting account performance. 
Mobile and TV cross skill training helped manage service levels and 
answering levels with relatively higher occupancy. The client was able to 
reduce headcount by 10 FTEs and reduce costs to the tune of 3.9 lakh INR 
due to cross skill training.
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